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From: Eric Jameson
To: RORushton@hopewelldesigns.com
CC: Music, Fahira
Date: Monday, 20 December, 2010 12:15
Subject: Re: Comments on N40 device registration draft

I have reviewed and incorporated the 6 comments as follows:

#1, page 4, 1st paragraph: incorporated as written

#2, page 4, 4th paragraph: incorporated with revision as follows, "All sources contained in an irradiator
that contains a carousel (N40-7C and N40-2S) will have the same rabbit size; the N40-2D could have
different sized rabbits in each source tube."

#3, page 8, Manual Control Panel paragraph: incorporated as written (missed the nomenclature)

#4, page 10, Labeling, 2nd paragraph: incorporated as written, also updated the caption for Attachment
10, Sample Labels.

#5, page 11, last paragraph: My original intention was to address door and other interlocks being broken
during an irradiation, i.e., if someone opens the door during irradiation, the source returns to the shielded
position. Revised the start of the paragraph to read as follows: 'The source remains in the exposed
position until (1) the timer finishes, (2) the return switch is pressed, (3) an interlock is broken, i.e., the
door is opened, an emergency stop button is pushed, etc., (4) the system enable switch is turned to
disable, or (5) a loss of electrical power or air pressure occurs."

#6, page 17, Limitations & Considerations of Use, bullet 6: incorporated as written (verified from System

Manual, section 5.2).

Also, added as Attachment 8, the cross-section of the N40-xx-BF from the System Manual, section 2.10.

Thanks for your review and input.

Sincerely,

Eric T. Jameson
Environmental Compliance Specialist
Radioactive Materials Program
voice: 404-362-2675
fax: 404-362-2653
e-mail:ejameson@dnr.state.ga.us

>>> "R.O. Rushton" <RORushton@HopewellDesigns.com> Thursday, 16 December, 2010 08:48 >>>
Eric,

Thanks for getting the draft of the N40 device registration to us. I have
reviewed it and have made a few small changes. I have highlighted the
deletions in yellow and the additions in blue, and have attached the draft
with comments to this email.



We look forward to getting the final approval next week. As Fahira
mentioned, our customer will at our office next Tuesday for a final review
of the N40 system, and he is most anxious to see the device registration.

Thank you in advance for your help.

Regards,
Robert

Robert Rushton
Hopewell Designs, Inc.
5940 Gateway Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004 USA
Phone: 770-667-5770
Email: RORushton@HopewellDesiqns.com


